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SETTING THE TONE FOR A FESTIVE HOLIDAY
With Thanksgiving just two weeks away now, we’re starting to prep our holiday menus, gift guides, and, of course, 

holiday decor. After all, the holidays take place right in our own homes, with the people we love most. So fill your 

home with thoughtful housewares and decorations that bring out festive holiday cheer -- from Thanksgiving and all 

through the season. These featured items from our rewards collection will help you set the tone. 
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1. Ideaworks 3-Foot Lighted Wall Hanging Christmas Tree: Whether you don’t have room for a full-sized tree or you’re just 

looking to bring in even more, this wall-hanging option is wonderful. At 3’ high, it comes pre-hung with white lights and can 

be easily mounted on your wall of choice. Simply switch on to transform your space into a winter wonderland. 

2. Avanti Linens Tall Snowman Bathroom Set: Give your bathroom a splash of holiday cheer. This set of shower curtain, rug and 

shower hooks features a playful snowman design and cozy winter motif. This collection is sure to inspire joy all season.  

3. Hammacher Schlemmer The Twinkling Christmas Penguins: Light up your lawn with this dazzling duo. Two penguins, 

complete in their tuxedo suits and snazzy flannel scarves, are lit with long-lasting LEDs to bring a wintry twinkle to your front 

yard. Stake them into the ground and let them work their magic. 

4. Nambe Dasher Reindeer Figurine: An elegant set from the brand Nambe, this collection of reindeer figurines will be just 

lovely upon your holiday mantle. Dimensions (each): 7” L x 10” H. 
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WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT REWARDS? 

LIKE WHAT YOU'VE READ?

Contact our team to learn how we can assist with your incentive, reward and recognition needs: hinda.com/contact

Subscribe to our blog to get updates on incentives news, trends, rewards and more: blog.hinda.com
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5. Nambe Deck the Halls Tree Topper: Top your tree with an heirloom piece that is both striking and subdued. This stunning 

8-point star will inspire “oohs” and “aahs” from children and adults alike who stop to admire your dazzling tree. 

6. Hammacher Schlemmer The Cordless Snowflake Wreath: A wreath welcomes family and friends home while setting a 

warm tone right at the entrance. This cordless prelit 32” artificial wreath forms an enchanting six-pointed snowflake, with 50 

twinkling white LEDs, small pinecones, and red berry clusters cozied up among the branches. 

7. Reed & Barton Holiday Gifts Frame (4- x 6-Inch): Display your cherished photos from holidays past in this happy picture 

frame. Featuring four brightly colored packages, the silver-plated frame offers just a hint of sparkle, with a whole lot of cheer. 

8. Orrefors Organic Round Medium Vase: Serene, inspired by nature, and reflective of the wintry season, this etched crystal 

vase is a stunning addition to any holiday table. Designed by Magnus Forthmeiier for the Orrefors brand, the motif focuses on 

Scandinavian simplicity, so it's easy to match up with any existing decor. 
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